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Under 18s

Congratulations!
50 Games
Josh Ingram
Josh Plowman
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Club News
Soup available in canteen

Kick In Your Boots

Soup is now being served in the canteen
thanks to the generous donation of Integral
Walls & Ceilings and Just Rocks who supplied
the funds to purchase the soup kettle.

GGFC is collecting footy boots or sneakers to
donate to ‘Kick In Your Boots’. Just drop your
boots/shoes off at the clubrooms.

People’s Choice Community Lottery

The campaign provides footy boots or shoes
to the less fortunate in remote South Australian communities. All sizes are welcome.

Online tickets are still available: www.peoples
choicecu.com.au/golden-grove-football-club

Player Auction 25 June

If the Club sells the most amount of tickets before 30 June, we’ll win a $4500 Bunnik Tours
International Travel Voucher. So get cracking!

The Player Auction is being held this Saturday
25 June. See groups and other details further
in this newsletter.

News from The Vales Remedial Therapies
What makes my knees go POP? Crepitus, sometimes called crepitation,
describes any grinding, creaking, cracking, grating, crunching or popping
that occurs when moving a joint. People can experience crepitus at any age, but it becomes
more common as people get older. The sound associated with crepitus may be muffled or it may
be loud enough for other people to hear.
What causes joint crepitus? Common causes of crepitus include:
 Air bubbles popping inside the joint. This popping does not cause pain.
 Tendons or ligaments snapping over the joint’s bony structures. This snapping sometimes
causes pain.
 Arthritis—typically either osteoarthritis or rhenmatoid arthritis—that causes a joint’s articular
cartilage to degenerate. While arthritis often leads to pain, not everyone with joint degeneration
will experience it.
When a joint’s cartilage degenerates, the joints no longer adequately protected against friction
and impacts. In addition, the loss of cartilage can alter the joint’s biomechanics and cause bones
to grind against one another. These changes can result in crepitus.
Crepitus usually is no a cause for concern. In fact, most people’s joints crack or pop occasionally, and that is considered normal. But if crepitus is regular and is accompanies by pain, swelling,
or other concerning symptoms, it may be an indication or arthritis or another medical condition.
What causes my fingers to crack? Cracking and popping of joints is common. The sound you
hear is caused by air bubbles in the synovial fluid—the liquid that surrounds and lubricates your
joints—and by the snapping of tightly stretched ligaments as they slide off one bony surface onto
another.
According to a folk belief, the popping of joints, especially knuckles, leads to arthritis or other
joint problems. However, medical research has so far failed to conclusively demonstrate any
connection between knuckle cracking and long-term joint problems.

Player Groups for the Auction are as follows:

Under 6 Green
The Green Kookies were home to Salisbury North this morning in perfect conditions, with not a breath of wind about. With a week off, the kids
were keen to expend some energy but Salisbury North were not here to
muck around either. A tense first quarter saw two goals to one kicked in
SN’s advantage. We were getting a bit of the ball but banging in long
and SN were able to pick it off and deliver cleaner than us.
A rev up at quarter time restarted the fires and everything lifted from
there. Annelise did some big kicks forward and our little star, Tucky Jr
nailed the first one. Without asking for it, Tucky then setup Thomas for a
sausage roll, and by the time the quarter was done, a ‘sharing’ movement had begun and all ensured each forward kicked a goal.
Cohen continued to impress, getting two nice hard ball gets, and Jet Abbot showed his improvement with his kicking
style by delivering long. Jacob Day was another who had his best game for the club, grabbing a ball after diving first
upon it, and then striding towards goal to kick truly. Brodie also starred with a long run and big kick, and lead tirelessly to space to create goal scoring options.
Caillin was in career best form with five or six hard contests where he came out with the ball and Lincoln, right on
the siren, delivered truly – too bad mum was on BBQ duties at the time.
By the last quarter, and well in front, the kids started to tire and someone was required to maintain our advantage –
that turned out to be Ethan, who took at least four contested marks, and had some massive long kicks into our forward line to keep any forays at bay. Jarvis snagged some goals and had some nice passages of play, and Hayden
was able to keep coming, despite going off several times with big collisions…. A credit to his passion for the game.
In the end, it was another big win to my ever-improving team of ‘hard nuts’ who love the game, love ‘riding the
bumps with a grin’ and are sharing the ball around and kicking to leading players more and more… well done Green
Kookies.

Under 7 Blue
After a weekend off last week, round 7 saw U7 Blue return to Harpers
Field to play Eastern Park. Playing on the top oval, conditions were a
typical cold winter’s day with a strong breeze favouring the Northern end.
Training conditions were tough with the session before the weekend off
and last week both carried out in very cold and wet conditions. Overall
skills have improved considerably since the start of the year which have
meant the ability to include some more complicated drills focusing on
skills such kicking to players on run, collecting the ball under pressure
and having shots at goal on the run and under pressure.
Numbers were good this week which meant two boys were required to
sit on the bench each quarter. This added another complication to
breaks to ensure that everyone was rotated fairly. One our regular assistant coaches Scott Launer was also unable
to attend the game due to work commitments however we were lucky enough to have Kadin’s dad (Scott) setup to
take the responsibility of marshalling the boys in the forward line for the game. Our other regular un-official assistant
coach Darren (Jack’s dad) was again looking after the troops in defence for the game.
This week the focus areas were midfield setup, smart kicks, manning up/being accountable and running with the
ball/fast ball movement were area of focus this week. Our captain for the day was Lachlan.
As the game commenced and Ryan, Kadin and Ben all showed great run from defence, whilst in the midfield Austyn
and Joshua were very busy. Up forward, Jayden got the team off to a great start after slotting through the first goal
for the game. Rylie was also busy gaining a number of possessions with the strong breeze causing one shot on
goal to just miss.
Quarter time came which gave the boys an opportunity to grab a drink, after getting the ‘hurry up’ from the umpire
the rotations were sorted and the game commenced. Eastern Park started strongly gaining a number of easy possessions out of the midfield due to our midfield not manning up tightly, this allowed Eastern Park to have a number
of shots on goal which kept our defence busy. Sam and Brandon were particularly busy taking a number of marks
and kicking the ball long for our midfield. Up forward Jack and Cooper were both mostly busy ensuring that the ball
stayed in our forward area. Jayden and Jamison both took a number of solid contested marks late in the quarter.
Half time came which gave the boys an opportunity to grab a well-deserved drink as well as a couple of oranges.
The message at half time was to tighten up when manning up and smart kicks.

The third quarter commenced well with Joseph winning a number of loose ball possessions to kick the ball deep into
the next zone. In the midfield Ryan, Joshua, Jack, Ben and Kadin all showed good team work sharing a number of
possessions. Up forward, Louis, Blake and Sam were all covering a great deal of ground and winning a number of
possessions which resulted in a number of shots on goal.
Three quarter time came and the conditions were starting to warm up, after a quick drink, I encouraged them and
asked them to go get the footy and have fun as we only had one quarter to go. As the game commenced our midfield was playing well winning a number of possessions out of the middle which resulted in our forwards see a lot of
the ball. Jamison was able to take a mark on a slight angle and go back and slot through a goal – certainly a good
start to the quarter. Our small forwards Cameron and Joseph were very active winning a number of possessions
and providing pressure when not having the ball. Down in defence, Kadin and Cooper were still full of run winning a
number of 50/50 loose balls. As the quarter went on the boys were starting to become tired, however Rylie still had
plenty of run and enthusiasm having another shot on goal unfortunately just missing. As the final siren blew, we
congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song however it appears that we could still do
Today’s game was another step forward in the boys football journey where we played a team that was more experienced but we again showed that we can compete with more experienced teams. Some indifferent umpiring decisions compared to previous weeks initially caused some confusion by the boys but this highlighted a valuable lesson for the boys to play footy and respect every decision that the umpire makes once the whistle is blown.
Lastly, one thing that I was so proud of today was the camaraderie and mateship shown by a number of boys after
one of our lads was unfortunately picked on/bullied late in the game. This is the spirit that builds football teams into
positive places and ensures that everyone keeps playing and I am so proud that I am starting to see signs like this
after just seven games… The boys are certainly growing up and maturing a lot.
Next week we are on the road travelling to Salisbury North. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Green
The boys had had some time off since our last game as we
didn’t train prior to the long weekend. At training on Thursday
the boys didn’t quite seem switched on and I was a bit concerned on how we would start the Round 7 clash. We’re trying
to get a bit more handball into our game as we are a very kick
happy team. We ran a number of drills on Thursday night
which the boys were slowly getting the hang of.
Game day - The sun was finally shining after a couple of very
wet and cold games in the past couple of weeks. We headed
out to Gaza to see if we could continue our good form.
The warmup was good, most kids were ready to go by 9am and the Assistant Coach brigade (too many to name)
got the boys into some lane work, the skills were looking good and the lads looked switched on. We’re starting to
get into a good routine on game day and the mucking around is slowly going away.
We had 15 players which meant that everyone would play a full game. Kody had a minor mishap at home that
morning and had stubbed his toe. We decided to see how he would go and where we would play him.
Kian was our Captain this week. I’m not sure if he won the toss, but we were kicking to the non-warmup end anyway. We were ready to go!!
Gaza were big!! Really big!! I think I saw some of the kids drive to the game and even a couple were shaving their
faces in the changerooms beforehand. But their size didn’t worry us. I spoke to a few of our boys about how they
might be big, but it doesn’t mean they’re any good.

The first quarter saw a solid effort from everyone. The likes of Carter and his entourage of crumbers were very solid
in defence. Our accountability when it comes to standing on our opponent is improving every week. Kody, Hudson
and Jake were getting the centre clearances to our forwards. Kian slotted through three first-quarter goals and
Oscar got involved with one as well. Oliver, Hunter and Jack also fought hard to keep the ball in our forwards until
we got a goal. Things were looking great and our efficiency was first class. We were starting to look across for a
better option rather than just blazing away to the pack.
Quarter time comes and goes by so quickly and we were straight into it. Again we dominated all zones. Our backline were really working well with each other and looking for the free player. Oliver, Jake and Kian were trying hard
to find free players, it didn’t always go to plan but they were trying hard. Jack was unlucky not to be paid a Mark and
was trying his best. As for the mids, well they all got involved, Carter doesn’t usually play in the same zone as
Blake, but this worked really well for us as they linked up multiple times. Thanks to the hard work of all the mids,
Hudson was able to get on the end of a few goals himself. Kody has been working really hard on his kicking and
narrowly missed a long range shot, it hit the very top of the goal post. The crowd’s reaction said it all, it was so
close. So much for his sore toe, I think that pain was gone.
Halftime enabled us to sit down and regroup while having an orange. Before the game we spoke about being first to
the ball and being courageous with our attack on the footy. Oliver displayed this just prior to half time and we spoke
about it as a team. It really fired the boys up.
The third quarter wasn’t our best, but we held well defensively and really made it hard for Gaza to score. Our ball
movement at times was good and we gave our forwards some nice opportunity. Jake promised me a goal at halftime and he delivered.
The last quarter was much the same as the first half. We were first to the ball and we were lifting our eyes. For me it
was the best game I have seen Jake play, he was running well with the ball and his kicking has improved a lot.
Practice pays off!!
Being the Coach’s son, Hudson probably doesn’t get the praise he deserves, but he was very accurate in front of
the sticks today and when in the other zones he got a lot of players involved. The thing I’m enjoying most is the improvement from every player. Some of the boys don’t get a lot of the ball, but it’s improvement in concentration, the
improvement in manning up on their player that impresses me. Brodie, Tye, Hunter and especially Trae are prime
examples of this.
For me the highlights today was Kian’s quarter in the forward
line. He took a beautiful Mark in the goal square after Oscar
lifted his eyes and delivered perfectly. He also kicked a goal over
his head when his taller opponents were standing in front of him.
A big congratulations to Riley who played his 50th official game
for the Kookaburras. We will celebrate this next week at home
against Payneham.
I’m looking forward to the next few weeks when we try and incorporate more handball into our game, this should get everyone a
lot more involved and get us ready for Under 9s next year and
some tackling.
Goalkickers: Hudson 7, Kian 3, Oscar 1, Jake 1

Under 8 Gold
What a day it turned out to be. We had the late game, oval to ourselves, the weather was fine and the air; just right
for footy!! We were set to play the Tigers of Old from Broadview who are well known for being rough and tough. So
we were in for a big battle. Craig Bradshaw and his gang of dads (and Rylan’s mum) got the team ready with a
great warm up.
We came in together to read the team out whilst Alby Bradshaw and his partner in crime Hamish Pullen; our CoCaptains for the day, strolled out to the centre to toss the coin. The boys came back with the news they’d won the
toss and we’ll be kicking to the Shopping centre end.
Today’s feels like a cracker day for footy, we haven’t played for a couple weeks so Who’s gonna be switched on?
Who’s gonna be tough, Whos gonna be brave? WE ARE!!!! Go get’m Kookaburras!!
From the first bounce the Tigers took a hold of the game. With a couple quick goals with some great ball movement
we were on the back foot before Alby Bradshaw in the centre took the ball from half back with a nice run and pass
into the forward line to hit Harry Slater on the chest. He went back and slotted one through and that seemed to
wake us up. The next 2 centre bounces were ours with the ball pumping into our forward lines. Ajay Visnyai had a
great snap from the boundary that went across the face that nearly hit Brodie Murphy on the chest. Caleb Zanker

was outstanding this quarter with some great pressure on their backs who turned the ball over to us. Down back
Bailey Casey was dominating all aerial contests and Lachlan Anderson ensured none of their forwards got any easy
kicks.
At quarter time we realised we’d have a competitive game on our hands. We’re up for the task Kookaburras! They
got the jump on us last quarter, let’s be first at the ball this quarter. Come on Kookaburras!!
The second quarter started bang!! Tap out of the centre from Brodie Murphy to advantage and we were on the
board in seconds. Bailey Casey up forward shared the ball around with some great team work. Mitchy Webb got on
the board with a great evasive goal, nice!! In the centre Kyan Smith really had a stellar quarter and Jayden Jackman
down back was caught behind at one contest but made up for it the very next, by playing in front, great work Jayden!!
At half time we could tell it was a bit of a see-saw type game, we’d get a goal, then they’d get a goal, but we felt we
were playing better footy. This is the quarter to break them, let’s go Kookaburras!!
The third quarter started and we’d awoken the Tiger. Broady’s were on top of us, but our backline were holding
steady. In the centre we needed a lift. Nate Atkinson had some dash and Riley Roseburg tried his heart out. Up forward we’d managed to kick few sausage rolls, but we’d need to make up some ground.
At the final break we came in together. The tigers are tired, I can sense it. We’re the fittest side, we’ve got the skills,
now let’s take them on. Give them everything you’ve got!! Come on Kookaburras!!
When the siren went to start the last quarter we went BANG!! Emily Schulz (Schulzy) tapped the ball from the ruck
and we were away. In the centre Adam Barnett decided to open up a pet store and started selling puppies. Riley
Baker started a demolition business and bull dozed some packs whilst up forward Hamish Pullen was cutting loose.
Oliver Ward got in on the action with a great running goal and Rylan Whitwell was unlucky not to finish off with a
sausage after some great contesting work. Down back Sam Carter was told to stay in front of his opponent; the ball
came down AND because he was in front he forced it back our way and that action resulted in a goal. Things just
clicked for us in the last quarter, Broadview tried hard, but they were no match for the mighty Kookaburra’s!!
In summary, it was a great game. If we gave up and stopped running we would’ve come off second best, but we
fought the game out until the very last siren. A great mental skill to have developed at such a young age. We’re running games out strong, which means we’re getting fitter. The fitter you are, the more fun you’ll have!!
Our next challenge is against the Fitzroy Lions. I haven’t heard a great deal about them, but they’re sure to give us
a big challenge on their home ground this Friday night.
Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!! Go Kookaburras!!

Under 9 Gold
Under 9 Gold played under lights at Harper's Field on Friday night
against Modbury Brown, in what was a massive milestone game for
both Corey Edwards and Owen Jarrad.
Modbury are always tough competition, and we knew we'd have to be
on our game right from the first bounce. The game started off ferociously, and quickly went down into our backlines, with the defence
holding strong and only allowing a point to be scored. From then onwards, Under 9 Gold took control of the game with some great contests in the centre, and the team working together to push into the forward lines.
Thomas Glen was on fire in the centre, showing strength and courage
and driving the ball forward. Corey Edwards took a strong mark and
followed up with a goal, and we were off! For most of the game the
play was primarily in the centre, as each team tussled to head into attack. Modbury had some long kicks, but the
GGFC backlines were resolute, lead initially by James Gray and Brooke Silby who both read the ball very well.
Corey Edwards managed a sneaky goal out the back of the pack for his second, and the team were working well.
The second quarter saw more of the same, with James Gray bagging two goals and Brooke Silby one, with Braden
Carpenter making a big impact when he came on. Jack Cluse took some great marks as his confidence continues
to grow each week.
Whilst Modbury Brown had some talented players, they were kept scoreless for the second and third quarters due
to the pressure applied by our team. Noah French took a fantastic diving mark in the backlines in the last term, to
set up another forward passage of play. Tyson Walters took some great marks in the forward lines being on the

end of some slick passes from Matthew LeRay driving forward, and
narrowly missed converting his first goal for the season!
All in all, Under 9 Gold played a sensational game against tough opposition, and were able to celebrate the milestones for two of the
team's most consistent players that give a solid effort each and every
week - well done Owen and Corey, and well done to Under 9 Gold for
a great match.
Goal Scorers: Corey Edwards 2.0, James Gray 2.0, Brooke Silby
1.0, Thomas Glen 1.0, Matthew LeRay 0.3, Tyson Walters 0.1

Under 9 Green
Our first Friday night game at home under lights for the season.
The oval was messy and we knew the boys were going to be in
for a great game against Walkerville. The boys were pumped to
be part of the celebration for Logan’s 50th game.
As soon as the siren sounded we were off to a great start and
practicing what had been taught at training. Keep the ball high
so if you get tackled you can hand ball it to a team mate. Indy
was first to score a goal and then Blake did not take long to follow. The boys were doing a great job of getting it out of the middle and directing the ball down to the forwards. Kam has developed nicely over the last three games and has learnt to put his
body over the ball as well and this resulted in a number of hard ball gets, and with some handballing in the forward
line to share it around. All the boys were working as a team and proving that teamwork is the key to winning games.
In the second quarter, we were away with typical flair from Zach but many more joined to support him as we poured
on the early goals with Jordan getting plenty of the ball, and Caleb and Alex having some solid contributions as well.
This game showed more of what is required to improve as a
team, with all players needing to man up and be a little more
desperate to get to the ball first, but with kicking improving each
week, and a bond strengthening amongst the boys, the Green
Machine are sure to improve and put teams away. The Green
Machine is definitely the team everyone wants to watch but no
one wants to play against.
1,2,3 Green Machine!
Congratulations once again Logan on a solid 50 games contribution to the Golden Grove Football Club.

Under 10 Gold
The bye round went quick and soon enough we were back taking on Ingle Farm at Harpers field on a perfect Sunday afternoon. It was exciting to see how pumped up our boys were for the 50th matches of Tyson Durdin and Isaac
Luders.
Dual captains Tyson and Isaac this week did not let us down winning the toss and electing to kick with the wind.
Once we got the team talk down the boys lined up and burst through the banner and although the fabric was tough
it did not stop us getting through. Great job Sherrie Luders!
We knew it was going to be important to get the score on the board early as previous games we had been a bit slow
and it was Alex, Jakson and Jayden that started on fire winning the ball out of the middle and getting long kicks forward. Alex’s worked hard around the ground all day tackling hard and getting the tough ball and was rewarded
when he snapped a great goal. Jakson and Jayden were tough at the contest, both players worked really hard all
day doing the team things like smothering and shepherding. The work rate was high and Cael Gursoy’s attack on
the footy was nothing but impressive, when an Ingle Farm player came bursting through the pack at high speed
Cael laid the perfect tackle and was awarded holding the ball. Josh Richter was fired up in the third quarter dominat

ing the ground in the forward line and when the ball drifted deep into the
left forward pocket Josh swooped on it at full pace snapping the ball
back like Eddy and slotting it straight through the middle. Goal of the
year! Zach Pope played his best match for the season, his hardness to
get the ball was excellent, on one occasion Zach laid a great tackle then
with a second effort picked up the footy ran his distance and kicked the
ball forward. Great game Zach. Jack Moss, Wyatt and Riley dominated
their positions and it was impressive to see them manning up so tightly
in the backline that it was impossible for Ingle Farm to score. Talan,
Danyle Dobie and Daniel Hewitt all played great games, all three players were working hard around the ground and were particularly impressive at picking the ball up with one grab out of the contest and kicked
the ball forward to a player in the forward line. Tom, Brodie and Xander
were outstanding the ruck work was dominated by the big men and it was great to see them starting the read the
play and getting into position around the ground. All three players kicked goals and were always in the play.
But the day belonged to the two 50 game players who both played some absolutely outstanding footy.
It was Isaac in the first quarter who had the ball on the end of his finger and within the first quarter had three points
to his name and just couldn’t squeeze a goal out. The last quarter the team was determined to get Isaac a goal and
on one occasion it looked like Isaac would certainly get a goal, when an Ingle Farm player at the last moment tackled him and put him off his quick just missing. Great game Isaac!
Tyson Durdin was outstanding he pulled together the ultimate 50th game kicking three goals, took at least three
huge marks around the ground and his defensive game was outstanding. Not only did Tyson play a great game, but
his selfless play brought others into the game. His determination/desperation was shown when in the last quarter
Ingle Farm got the ball forward and looked like kicking there first goal, Tyson ran 30 metres dived and effected the
smother. Great game Tyson!
Overall it was an outstanding match with all players playing their role. I was very proud of how the boys played and
particularly how everyone in the team celebrated after the match. Great work Burras.

Under 15 Girls
Early in February, seven girls turned up for the first training session of the U15 Girls. Fast forward to June and half way through
the season, our numbers have now grown to 18! They are a determined bunch; most have played less than 10 games of football,
but show no fear when tackling or going after the loose ball.
We started the season with a win against Ingle Farm. With only
nine players, the girls did an amazing job to hold on despite having no-one on the bench. What was most impressive was their
tackling and defensive pressure for their first game of football for
most of the girls.
The next three games were tough: away games against three of
the best teams in the competition in Angle Vale, Salisbury and
Hope Valley Blue. Let’s just say, the girls learnt a lot about big
losses over the period. What impressed me is that despite the
losses, they kept coming back to training and even brought their friends along.
The last three games have been very exciting for the team. A loss by only 16 points against Hope Valley Red and
then a two-point loss against Modbury was pleasing but also heartbreaking given that we led for most of the game!
On Friday, the girls played Para Hills. Before the game, we were second to bottom and bottom on the ladder respectively so this was a chance to see where we are heading as a team. The girls did not disappoint: a 6.2 to zero
opening stanza showed that the Kookaburras were there to play! The final score was 16.13.109 to zero. From what
I can see, that’s the biggest score kicked in any game in our competition this season and the only time a team has
been kept scoreless.
I’m very proud of how far these girls have come in such a short time and I believe that girls football at Golden Grove
has a bright future.

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2016 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________
Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________ Signed:_________________________
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